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Say Bye Bye Flies This Summer
"Now that we use Fly Predators we just don’t have
to deal with flies anymore"
—Amanda Alexander, Alexander Hounds Homer City, PA

Use Fly Predators

®

Tiny Beneficial Insects

™

Have You Had It With Flies?
Are you tired of nasty flies around your kennel constantly bothering your dogs and
causing health problems? Want to avoid the ear biting, spraying,
swatting, fly days of summer? Then consider the better
biological solution, Spalding Fly Predators.
By simply sprinkling a small bag of these tiny Beneficial
Insects on your dog poop areas just as the weather turns
warm you can prevent flies from ever becoming a nuisance.
Then by continuing to release Fly Predators monthly through
the summer you’ll keep the fly population under control.
The tiny Fly Predator® Beneficial Insects are the natural enemy of
flies, but never bother people or animals. Many of our customers say they hardly
see a fly all season. For best results you want to start before flies are bad.

No Pesticides, No Worry
Fly Predators eliminate the next generation of pest flies by means of natural
biological control. Unlike pesticide sprays that only affect adult flies (who likely
have already laid hundreds of eggs insuring more flies in 10 days) Fly Predators
target the pest fly pupa (cocoon) stage killing the immature flies before they can
bother you and your animals or reproduce to start the cycle again.
Using Fly Predators completely avoids any of the potential adverse
side effects associated with pesticides. Just reading the warning
label on almost any fly pesticide or repellent is perhaps the best
advertisement for biological control. By contrast
there is no warning label for the species in
Fly Predators and in over 30 years
of commercial use no known
adverse effects.

Quick and Easy To Use
Nothing could be easier. Once a month spend a
few minutes sprinkling Fly Predators out of the bag they
come in. You put them near all areas where there is (or was)
fresh manure and any areas that are constantly wet. Just getting
them close to these fly breeding areas is good enough as they self
distribute up to 100 feet away.

A Great Value
Typically you need 300 Fly Predators per dog every three to four weeks during
warm months. With a cost ranging from $3.00 to under $2.00 per thousand,
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Sic Fly Predators On Them
depending on shipment quantity with a minimum of 5,000, the cost per animal is
minimal while the resulting benefits are substantial. For many Fly Predators often
cost less than all the other things they did before for flies.

Our 31st Year of Satisfied Customers
For three decades Spalding Labs has supplied Fly Predators to animal owners
nationwide. Most customers renew, year after year, once they have tried
Fly Predators. The comments throughout this catalog are a small
sampling from our annual “Report Card” where we asked all
customers to rate how their Fly Predators were working.
You can read thousands of other customer comments
on our website including those closest to you. Many were
skeptical (as you may be) that such a safe, easy and inexpensive product could work so well. Just try them for
one season and you’ll likely use them as long as you
have your animals. Once you get used to not
“This is a great product. I must
having flies, it’s hard to put up with them again.
say it has been a blessing. Most
of the flies are gone. It was one
Free Double Up Bonus
of the best products I have ever
won at a dog show.”
Order 5 monthly shipments and we will double
—Chistina F. Irvine, KY

the quantity of Fly Predators in one of those
shipments for free. Order nine months and receive
two bonus months. Twice as many Fly Predators working for you
helps insure control during the worst fly months.

Call Today To Schedule
One call or easy online order is all it
takes to schedule a full season of
monthly, pay as you go,
shipments. Don’t delay! The
best time to start is before
you have a bad fly problem.
If you need to cancel, you can
do so at any time. Fly Predators
can be started after you have flies,
but since Fly Predators stop the next fly
generation, you’ll have to put up with
the flies that were around before
Fly Predators arrived for about a month
until they die off.
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Fly Predators: The Little

Bugs That Do a Big Job!

Just What Are Fly Predators?

Proven Highly Effective

Fly Predators are the original method of fly control. They are nature’s own enemy
of all common manure and rotting organic matter breeding pest flies, including
the common house fly, horn fly, biting stable fly and
lesser house fly. In the natural environment
Fly Predators serve as a major check of pest fly
Pest Fly
populations by destroying the next generation of flies
in their immature pupa (cocoon) stage. Most locations
likely have some of the species in Fly Predators already,
Fly Predator
but unless supplemented regularly, they cannot provide
Shown approximately 2.5X size the nearly total fly suppression people prefer.
Fly Predators are tiny, completely biteless and stingless. They never become
a pest themselves. After they’ve emerged, their single minded pursuit is to
reproduce by finding pest fly pupa. Because of their small size and the fact they
live their entire life cycle on or near manure (where the pest fly pupa are typically
found), Fly Predators go virtually unnoticed.

Long Term Preventive Area Fly Control
Any area where flies breed in manure or decaying organic matter can benefit
from using Fly Predators. The key goal is to maintain a
sufficient Fly Predator population to stop each succeeding
generation of pest flies. Because flies reproduce nine
times faster than Fly Predators do, adding supplemental
Fly Predators every three to four weeks during warm
months keeps the population balance necessary for
good fly control. You must release enough
Fly Predators to control all the fly reproduction
in the area. You treat the farm and kennel
not the animal.

““We used the Fly Predators for the first
time last year. They worked real good
controlling flies around our dogs and
horses. We had very few flies after we
started putting them out at home””
—Colvin D. with Pete Minter, AL

™

The species used in our Fly Predators brand
beneficial insects have been proven effective
by both scientific tests and from decades
of actual usage. Our satisfied customers
include the county’s largest kennel facilities
down to backyard pet owners as well as
dairies, poultry farms, zoos, feedlots, show
and rodeo grounds, fairs, wastewater treatment
facilities and many more. Any location where
there are critters producing manure or other
rotting organic matter Fly Predators can help keep
it pleasantly fly free.
One benchmark of performance is our annual
“Report Card” sent during the summer to
every customer. We ask them to give their
Fly Predators a “grade” (A to F) on how good
a job they were doing for fly control. From
decades of selling Fly Predators and getting
renewal rates of up to 80%, we know that
“Fly Predators did a great job
they work great for most folks. Last
reducing flies around my dog
kennels and stables”
year was similar with 83% of those responding
— Johnny T. Paron, AR
reporting no flies (an A) to better than before using
Fly Predators (a C) with A’s and B’s being the
majority. Considering that the benchmark for Fly Predators was the control of
flies over the entire property from a once a month application costing about $2
per animal, what grade would you give your fly control purchases last year?
The small percentage of folks with poor results were called and almost always
we could determine the problem. After suggesting corrective action and checking
back later, in most cases their results improved, sometimes dramatically. And
the majority of those customers ordered the
Order Line
next year. We can’t solve every location’s fly
1-800-955-6197
problem, but we get close.
Call 5AM to 8PM PST Monday-Saturday

Questions?
1-800-737-2810
Call 8AM to 6PM PST Monday-Friday

Copyright © 2007 Spalding Laboratories, Inc. All rights reserved.
Fly Predators, Bye Bye Flies and The Little Bugs That Do A Big Job are
trademarks of Spalding Laboratories.

www.flypredator.com
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Easy To Use... Just Like
Nothing could be easier. Just sprinkle Fly Predators out of their sealed
see-through shipping pouch near all locations where there is or was dog
poop and other pest fly breeding areas. With kennels this is often the
drainage areas, with a backyard dog it’s the where they do their business.
In a few minutes you’ve done your fly control for the month.
Fly Predators ship in the immature stage, inside a pupa (cocoon)
which looks like a black rice kernel. A few days after arrival they’ll
begin to emerge and that’s when you release them.
Fly Predators will not fly to, crawl on or
otherwise bother you.
While Fly Predators stop pest flies
from reproducing, they do not affect existing
adult flies. So you can’t expect a fly free environment
immediately following the first release if you start after
flies are already present. Adult pest flies must either
live out their short 21 day life span or be removed by
supplemental methods of fly control compatible with
Fly Predators. These include traps, sticky paper, or
bait. Complete instructions as well as a handy
guide to controlling flies and other pesky flying
“My grandkids and their
puppies are having a lot more
insects found around animals are included with
fun not being bothered with
your first shipment and also available
flies thanks to Fly Predators”
at www.flypredator.com
—Jack H. Michigan City, MS

Recommended Coverage

Grandson Hayden shown with Jake

Over the past decades we’ve found that these
quantities of Fly Predators every three to four weeks provides excellent control
for most dog situations. However, the number of Fly Predators needed varies not
only with the number of dogs, but also the size and condition of the property, the
weather, the severity of the existing fly problem and the number of neighboring
animals within a ¼ mile radius if those locations have poor fly control.
Dogs

Fly Predators
per Month

Cost
Delivered

1-15
16-30
31-45
46-60
61-80
80+

5,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
call

$ 18.45
$ 28.50
$ 38.45
$47.50
$53.50

A pest fly can easily go ¼ mile, sometimes
much further. The best solution is to have
everyone with animals within this distance
use Fly Predators. In that case, no one will be
bothered by flies. We have many neighborhood
groups who order enough Fly Predators for all
of their properties together. We will gladly pack



Scattering Seeds
each neighbor’s Fly Predators in separate pouches of at least 5,000 each at no extra
cost. In the case of the grumpy neighbor that won’t participate, buying a few extra
Fly Predators for their animals often costs remarkably little more.

Start Regular Releases Early
Keep in mind that it is much easier to PREVENT a buildup of pest flies than it is
to rid yourself of them once they have multiplied to intolerable levels. It’s best to
start when the daytime highs get into the 60F’s. This is BEFORE the first flies begin
to appear. Then continue with Fly Predator shipments every three to four weeks
stopping a month before the temperature drops down into the low 60’s.
If you start after the pest flies have built up to high levels, an initial shipment of two
to three times the normal Fly Predator quantity will be needed to get control of the
pest fly population as quickly as possible.

Helping Your Fly Predator Program
From the standpoint of fly control, the goal of good manure management is to
minimize the available suitable breeding area. Flies need a moist medium to
successfully reproduce, so removing all dog
poop quickly helps. If it can’t be removed,
putting it on a composting pile raises the
temperature of all but the outer few inches
too high for fly larva. For the same
reason, if you’ve had much more rain
than normal, then additional
Fly Predators may be required
for a few shipments.
Our recommended quantities
assume a reasonable job of kennel
waste management. If it’s poor then
more Fly Predators will be needed,
but control is usually possible. For
dogs that are ranging over many
acres or for severe fly problem
situations, additional quantities
likely will be needed.
Please call our Question Line
if you have any unusual
requirements, 1-800-737-2810

“Before Fly Predators the flies were
awful. Now we see maybe three a day.”
—Kathleen G. Scio, OR



Order Form

Tape this edge to mail

SEND TO:

760 Printz Road, Arroyo Grande, CA 93420

Easy On-Line Ordering

Name _______________________________________________________________

www.flypredator.com
Fax Orders To

City ___________________________________ State _______ Zip____________

1-800-955-6197	1-866-738-9632
or 1-805-489-0336

Fly Predator Prices per Shipment
Dogs

Fly Predators
Cost
per Month
Delivered
1-15
5,000
$ 18.45
16-30
10,000
$ 28.50
31-45
15,000
$ 38.45
46-60
20,000
$47.50
61-80
25,000
$53.50
Above 80 dogs, CALL

Fly Predator prices are based
on the quantity per shipment
and not on the total quantity
ordered for the season.
Sold in multiples of 5,000
with 5,000 minimum
shipment.

Mailed In Orders
You may use this as a post paid self-mailer by removing the
opposite page order form and fold in half, so that our return
address, on the back of the order form, is on the outside.
Include your check, money order or credit card number.
Be sure to tape all the outside edges.
All Fly Predator orders are shipped postpaid via First Class
Mail (or UPS upon request) with live delivery guaranteed. You
may order for the entire fly season or one shipment at a time.
If paying by credit card we can bill for the entire season at the
first shipment or bill each shipment. Cards are billed 7 days
prior to shipment. If you prepay you may cancel at any time
and receive a full refund
for all unshipped orders.

Questions?

1-800-737-2810
1-408-987-5608

“I don’t see any flies at
the house which is near
the barn.” —Chris C. shown
with Yotee, Okie, and sons Joseph
and Jessie Jena, LA

info@spalding-labs.com



Cut this page out on the dotted line, to fax or mail. fold in half and use for your postage paid order form

5am to 8pm Pacific Time
Monday to Saturday

E-Mail _____________________________ Phone (

) __________________

We e-mail order & shipment info, but do not share e-mail addresses with any 3rd party

So we may better serve you, please tell us what kind and how many
animals you have. List all: ___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Please enter “Catalog Code” from middle left front cover________________
Check or money order enclosed
Bill credit card once for entire order

Charge card as shipped

Card Number
Exp. Date _________________ Signature ______________________________
Multi-shipment orders are sent automatically every 4 weeks from start date.
DATE TO
START

QUANTITY
PER SHIPMENT

PRICE PER
SHIPMENT

NUMBER OF
SHIPMENTS

Calif. residents add 7.25% sales tax

Shipping included in prices
EAT!!!
UPS Shipments, $3.00 more each
GRRRRRlies!
No F
u
Thank YoFly Predators! TOTAL ENCLOSED

Tape this edge to mail

Phone Orders

Shipping Address ____________________________________________________

AMOUNT

=$
=$

$

Your FREE Bonus Double Shipment(s) will be shipped
with a regular monthly shipment (order 5 shipments
and get one bonus, order 9 shipments and get two
bonuses). Please indicate which month(s) you would
like your double shipment(s):

______________________________________



Tape this edge to mail

“I will use Fly Predators again! We have racing
Greyhound dogs and last year I didn’t have to put
anything on their ears.”
—Steve N.

Herington, KS

“I have a large kennel on a small
acreage. Fly Predators sure helped
keep the flies under control.”
—Tom S. Edmond, OK

(fold in half on this line and tape the base)

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL

PERMIT NO. 3

ARROYO GRANDE, CA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

SPALDING LABORATORIES, INC.
760 PRINTZ ROAD
ARROYO GRANDE CA 93420-9978
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Cut along here to fax...or cut this page out on the dotted line, fold in half and use for your postage paid order form

What Others Say
“Fly Predators are working great! Wish I’d tried them
long before now. My neighbors have commented on the
lack of flies compared to last year as well.”
—Sarah M. Bend, OR

“Fly Predators are totally awesome. Since we started
using them we have very few flies flying around.
It really makes life tolerable. We also spread some
around by our house because we have two dogs too.
—Martin L. Emmett, ID

“I have noticed a big difference. My dogs are
all indoor dogs but the side yard where
they poop has always been a problem. My
neighbor’s patio is right next to it and I
didn’t want them bothered by flies. I am
very happy with the results.”
—Jeanne S. Miami, FL

“I can’t believe how well Fly Predators
have worked—I’ve hung some fly paper
in the usual spots but there are no flies
on the strips—no flies in my house—no flies
anywhere!”
—Judith F. Lincoln, VT

“Fly Predators are a great system. My three
dogs’ ears are not being eaten”
—Cheryl R. Burlington, IA

“With horses and a kennel full
of bird dogs on my property
flies had been a real problem.
Fly Predators reduced them
by more than 90%. Both
inexpensive and effective, they
provide a double whammy to
anyone’s fly problem!.”

“Pettit Creek Farms Educational Learning
—Brad H. Athens, OH
Center has buffalo, camels, zebras, horses,
cows, goats and so on! We have birthday parties in the middle of the farm
and you may see one or two flies during the party. Keep the Fly Predators
coming.”
—Scott A. Cartersville, GA

“I would not even think to be without your Fly Predators as I’ve seen the
remarkable difference they make in the fly population.”
—Ted Z. Rollinsville, CO

“This year is a really bad fly year.
Everyone I know has tons of flies.
We hardly have any with Fly Predators.”
—Jeanne H. Sonoita, AZ

Read hundreds of other customers
comments at

www.flypredator.com
Enter your zip code
and see all the ones nearest to you.
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The Most Fascinating

Biology of Fly Predators

Fly Predators are what biologists call parasitoids. That is, they are classified
somewhere between predators and parasites. Like parasites, Fly Predators are
much smaller than their pest fly host. However, the effect the Fly Predators have on
the pest fly’s population is exactly like a predator in
Fly Predators stop pest
that the Fly Predators
kill the immature
flies by “taking over” the
pest flies.
fly's cocoon and this

When they are released near fly breeding sites, the female Fly Predator searches
through the area seeking out the fly’s pupa. After locating one, she drills a hole in
the pupal case, inserts her ovipositor, and deposits from one to a dozen eggs inside.
After her eggs are deposited, she obtains nourishment by ingesting the fluids of the
developing pest fly. The female Fly Predator then
moves on and repeats the process until all her eggs
have been deposited.
It’s a LOT easier to prevent a

kills the immature fly.

build up of flies than get rid of one.
The Fly Predator’s eggs that were deposited inside
Fly Predators will give the optimum
the pest fly pupa will develop into mature adults
results if you start before the flies
within 14 to 28 days. The pest fly larva is consumed
have a chance to build up.
as a source of food by the developing Fly Predators.
Questions? Call
Immediately upon emergence the Fly Predators
1-800-737-2810
mate and start the cycle all over again. The life span
of the female Fly Predator ranges from as little as
two weeks to as long as one month. She will live just long enough to deposit all
of her 50 to 100 eggs. When the pest fly’s population is under control and only a
few pest fly hosts are available, the female Fly Predator has the ability to reabsorb
her eggs as a source of nourishment and thus is able to live up to a month while
searching for pest fly pupae.

Technically
Fly Predators are
By keeping the “good”
tiny Hymenopteran
Fly Predator population
insects of the
elevated, with regular
Pteromalidae
releases, the “bad” pest
family, a family that
Fly Predators are tiny as shown by
contains many of
fly population can be
this one on a penny
the worlds beneficial
nearly eradicated.
insects. These are pupal parasitoids as they attack
the pest fly’s pupa stage (the cocoon that houses the
pest fly during its metamorphosis from larva to full-sized adult). Fly Predators are
sometimes referred to as parasitic wasps, but unlike other Hymenopteran insects,
such as bees, wasps and ants, Fly Predators are completely biteless and stingless.
Currently the mixture of species marketed under the
trade name Fly Predators include: Spalangia cameroni,
Muscidifurax zaraptor, Trichomalopsis, Muscidifurax
raptorellus and at times insignificant quantities of
other fly parasitoid species. This balanced mix of
multiple strains and guaranteed yield from the most
advanced quality control techniques means you can
always count on the best results with Spalding
Fly Predators.

“I had a lot of a flies before I got
Fly Predators. After I used them
one month, I didn”t have flies.
They really worked here at my
home kennel.”.
—Fred Dileo Shown with 2007’s National
Champion, Funseeker’s Rebel Climax, GA

Fly Predators never become a pest themselves.
Being passive insects, they do not crawl all over
you when being handled, nor will they migrate
into living quarters as pest flies do. Since
Fly Predators live their entire life cycle on or near
the surface of manure and other decaying organic
matter, and because they are so small in size,
they go virtually unnoticed.
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Important!

Fly Predators occur worldwide and in natural situations they are a major factor in
the control of pest flies. However, where man has congregated domestic animals the
presence of Fly Predators is often much rarer. One reason for this is
that Fly Predators have not developed the immunity to pesticides
that the pest fly has. One single application of pesticide or even
the residue from previous pesticide treatments can
completely eradicate the Fly Predators. The release
of additional Fly Predators will help re-establish
these native beneficials.
As there is no known method of fly control that
offers 100% eradication of pest flies,
Fly Predators do not totally eliminate the
fly problem, they minimize it. Also,
“This is amazing! With Fly Predators
Fly Predators usually only disperse
we can spend all day outdoors. Visitors
themselves 150 feet from where they have
are impressed and so are we! I never
emerged, whereas pest flies migrate much
want to go another season without
farther, which means there will always be
Fly Predators.”
some pest flies coming in from neighboring
—Eileen H. with Basil Deerfield, NH
uncontrolled breeding areas.
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Kennel Management Tips
General Sanitation
It sounds simple but overall sanitation
is still the most important and effective
way to control flies whether you have a
large kennel or just a backyard dog. If
sanitation is immaculate then fewer or
no Fly Predators may be needed.
However, if “immaculate” is not
practical in your situation then adding
a few more Fly Predators and perhaps
some traps or
sticky tape will
still yield very
satisfactory
results.
All outside trash
and manure
A clean kennel is step
areas should
one for few flies during
be kept clean.
the summer
Use garbage
cans with tight fitting lids, lined inside
with plastic bags. By placing garbage
in secure plastic bags, odors will be
reduced, therefore attracting fewer egglaying flies. Food residues should be
washed from all feed dishes, prep
stations and garbage containers
regularly. Locate the garbage cans as
far away from the house or buildings
as possible. Dispose of garbage or
manure weekly as House Flies take a
minimum of 8 days to emerge. Sending
your fly problem to the dump is much
preferred to keeping it.
Eliminate other potential fly breeding
areas too. These include rotting mulch
and vegetation, as well as moist soil
that has droppings. Avoid leaving moist
pet foods outdoors for several days.
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Remove fallen,
fermenting, or
over-ripe fruits
from the ground.
Any potential
breeding material
Canned food left over
should be
a weekend. The white
removed or
things are hundreds of
spread thinly
fly eggs. Avoid this.
and allowed to
dry to prevent fly development. The
goal is to get the manure or other
matter dry within 5 days as that is
the minimum time for a House Fly
to pupate. As they form their cocoon
(pupate) if they are in a medium that is
drier (or wetter) than 40-60% moisture
by weight, the pupae does not form
properly and that particular fly never
completes its development. Keep it dry,
get no fly.
Dispose of animal carcasses quickly
during the summer. Otherwise, they
will quickly become “fly factories” within
24-48 hours. A small animal (i.e., dead
cat, ground squirrel, tree squirrel,
rabbit, etc) can easily produce more
than a thousand Blow Flies if left by
the side of the road. Keep in mind that
flies can travel ¼ mile.

Doo Management
For most dog owners, dog doo
management is THE most important
variable in any fly control program
simply because this is the largest
single source of (from a fly’s
perspective) “the good stuff.”
Depending on your facilities and
number of animals consider the

For A Fly Free Summer
appropriate
suggestions
below. Common
to all situations
is cleaning and
pickup of kennels,
Wash down daily to
remove all droppings pens, runs or the
yard of droppings
and other decaying organic matter
at no more than a 7 day interval to
minimize fly breeding. This is because
House Flies take a minimum of 8 days
to emerge at optimum summer time
temperatures. Daily pickup is
preferred, but if you remove those
pupae before the flies have emerged,
the difference can be enormous.

Backyard Dog
(1) For the typical backyard dog(s) pick
up the droppings as often as possible,
but no less than once a week, and
place them in a sealed fly tight garbage
container. If you have no time for “poop
patrol”, or you have neighbors with
animals, simply use at least twice the
recommend quantity of Fly Predators
and be sure you spread them within
50-150 ft of the poop patches. Simply
releasing some on your fence line may
be good enough if the neighboring
animals are close.

Kennel on Dirt
(2) If you have a kennel with pens and
yard on dirt, collect the manure
frequently and stockpile it in a compost
pile if it must stay on the property or a
sealed container if it going in the trash.
If properly constructed, there will be

very little if any pest flies breeding in
the compost pile, but the farther the
pile is from your house and kennel the
better. The decomposition of manure
generates substantial heat and reduces
the suitable fly breeding area to the
outer 6” of the pile. Place Fly Predators
on both the areas where the droppings
were left as well as near the compost pile.

Kennel on Concrete
(3) For kennels with concrete pens,
runs and yard wash down daily. If the
wash goes down the sewer then your
fly breeding should be minimal and
the number of Fly Predators needed
will be minimal. But if the wash goes
into a drainage area, then that area
is likely your optimized “Fly Factory”.
Remember the recipe for flies
is manure and
moisture and this
drainage area will
have plenty of both.
Put the majority of
The wash for the
your Fly Predators
kennel above goes here
in this drainage
and this is the prime
area and the rest
fly breeding location
near any areas on
on the entire property.
Put Fly Predators here
dirt that the dogs
to stop flies.
have access to.

Weed Control
Surprising as it may seem, flies need
a place to rest and get out of the heat
or cool temperature. Weeds and tall
grasses are perfect for this so if you
remove weeds from around buildings
you can “encourage” pest flies to hang
out elsewhere
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Freedom From Flies This Year
Time To Order Fly Predators
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Stop Flies Before They Emerge
Easy to Use Safe and Effective
Just $18.45 per Month for Up to 15 Dogs
Tiny Beneficial Insects
Pesticide Free Fly Control Around 		
Dogs, Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Goats
31 Years of Satisfied Customers
Call 1-800-955-6197

